
Kindergarten Curriculum Checklist 
Math Skills:  
___ Name and identify basic shapes, ___Draw basic shapes 
___ Tell me the hour  
___ Count by 1’s, 2’s, 5’s and 10’s to 100, ___ Write numbers 0-10, 11-20, and 1-100  
___ Recognize numbers 0-10/11-20, and 1-100,  
___ Sequence by size, by number, and by events 
___ Complete a pattern, ___Understand one-to-one correspondence with increasing difficulty 
___ Match numbers to objects 0-10__, 11-20__  
___ Identify the concepts more, less and equal ___ Understand the symbols <, > and = 
___ Correctly use a number line ___ Use manipulatives to add and subtract 
___ Read and make a relevant graph 
___ Identify a penny, nickel, dime, and a quarter___ Discuss money value 
___ Compare lengths ___ Write numbers 1-100 in order 
___ Measure to the inch  
 
Writing Skills and Fine Motor Skills  
___ Hold a pencil appropriately for writing  ___Color with control and care 
___ Use a proper grasp on scissors and can manipulate them well  
___ Neatly write the alphabet in sequential order  
___ Form upper and lower case printed letters correctly  
___ Use appropriate spaces between words when writing  ___Use appropriate spaces between 
letters when writing  
___ Write original sentences using inventive spelling 
___Use capital letters at the beginning of a sentence ___Use a period at the end of a sentence 
 
Reading Readiness:  
___ Recognize all the color words (rd, or, yl, gr, bl, pr, pk, bk, br and gr) 
___ Recognize all the uppercase letters ___ Recognize all the lowercase letters  
___ Hear and Identify sounds at the beginning, middle, end  
___ Hear ending sounds at the end of a word 
___ Hear two letter blends and can name the symbol  ___Hear digraph ch, sh, th, qu and wh 
___ Hear short vowels and can name the symbol 
___ Blend cvc words (consonant vowel consonant) ___Blend other combinations (cvcc, ccvc, etc)  
___ Understand the concepts of rhyming and antonyms 
___ Listen to a story and retell it or give specific details 
___ Find the correct picture to match with the sentence I read  
___ Read a simple sentence ___Recognize 17 sight words 
 
Classroom Skills: 
___ Colors, ___ Body  Parts, ___ Shapes, ___ Positional concepts                       
___ Recognize and create a simple pattern                      
___ Recognize and create Numbers 1-10  ___ Count to 30                                                              
___ Recognize and create Address and phone number___ Write some letters and number 
___ Recognize and write first name ___ Recognize same and different                       
___ Can sequence a simple story 
___ Order from small to large ___Can draw simple shapes 

Social and Emotional Skills: 
___ Respect and show concern for people and things 
___ Have appropriate control over my feelings 
___ Accept and respond positively to my teacher’s authority 
___ Developing a good self image         
___ Address ___Phone number  
___ Independently take care of my toileting needs 
___ Dress myself and am responsible for my belongings ___Put on my own coat, Zip and Button 


